










　The way scientific psychology tries to solve the problem of human mind is just like the way an asymptote 
tries to come close to a curve. Though it comes close to it, it never touches the mind itself. The notion of the 
brain as a computer reflects a misconception that the mind as a basically relational existence can be 
explicated on the basis of the physical world which does not possess any radical relational nature in itself. 
As the very basis of even the physical, logical world, there must be the most profound transcendental Being 
that gives the most basic relationship as positive affirmation of everything. Language can provide an 
inclusive and comprehensive model for both logic and relationship. Language as a model may become a new 
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metaphor for psychology and even for philosophy that could substitute computer as the now seemingly 






























































































































































































































































































































































































1  川島重成名誉教授との個人的な会話による。（2019 年







3  1982 年の秋頃に University of British Columbia で，筆
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